Literary Fiction
There there

On earth we're briefly
gorgeous

by Tommy Orange
A novel that grapples with the complex
history and identity of Native Americans
follows twelve characters, each of whom
has private reasons for traveling to the
Big Oakland Powwow.

by Ocean Vuong

Flights

Imagine me gone

A first novel by the award-winning poet is
written in the form of a letter from a son
to a mother who cannot read about the
impact of the Vietnam war on their family.

by Adam Haslett

by Olga Tokarczuk
A meditative collection from Poland
explores themes of travel, movement and
existentialism in stories that feature
protagonists who question their shifting
perspectives in time and space as they
tackle extreme agendas.

Sing, unburied, sing

Electing to marry the fiancé who is
hospitalized for depression, a woman
commits to decades of love and faith
involving their brilliant musical eldest son,
their responsible daughter and a tightly
controlled younger son who help her care
for her increasingly troubled husband.

Manhattan Beach

by Jesmyn Ward
Living with his grandparents and sister on
a Gulf Coast farm, Jojo navigates the
challenges of his mother's addictions and
his grandmother's cancer before the
release of his father from prison prompts
a road trip of danger and hope.

Americanah
by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie
Separated by differing ambitions after
falling in love in Nigeria, Ifemelu
experiences triumph and defeat in
America, while Obinze endures an
undocumented status in London until the
pair is reunited in their homeland years
later.

by Jennifer Egan
Years after she is placed in the hands of
a stranger vital to her family's survival,
Anna takes a job at the Brooklyn Naval
Yard during the war while meeting with
the man who helped them and learning
important truths about her father's
disappearance.

Boy, snow, bird
by Helen Oyeyemi
A modern reimagining of the Snow White
fairy tale follows a woman who marries a
mid-20th-century Massachusetts single
father and succumbs to vanity when the
birth of her baby reveals her husband to
be a light-skinned Black man.
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Literary Fiction
Writers & lovers

The vegetarian

by Lily King

by Kang Han

A follow-up to the award-winning
Euphoria follows the story of a former
child golf prodigy-turned-unemployed
writer whose determination to live a
creative life is complicated by her
relationships with two very different men.

Deciding to go vegetarian in the wake of
violent thoughts, Yeong-hye, a woman
from an Asian culture of strict societal
mores, is denounced as a subversive as
she spirals into extreme rebelliousness
that causes her to splinter from her true
nature and risk her life.

An untamed state
by Roxane Gay

The revisioners

Her perfect life is shattered when Mireille
is kidnapped by armed men in front of her
father's estate in Haiti and she must
endure the horrors and torments of her
captors while her father inexplicably
resists paying for her ransom.

by Margaret Wilkerson Sexton

In West Mills
by De'Shawn Charles Winslow
Alone in her one-room shack, ostracized
from her relatives and cut off from her
hometown, Knot Centre turns to her
neighbor, Otis Lee Loving, in search of
some semblance of family and home, but
Otis is unable to fix the troubles within his
own family, as dark secrets from his
troubled past come to light.

The leavers
by Lisa Ko
An award-winning debut novel follows the
experiences of a Chinese youth who
when his undocumented worker mother
fails to return home is adopted by a
family that attempts to make him over as
an American teen while he struggles to
reconcile his new life with memories of
the family he left behind.

The great believers
by Rebecca Makkai
A 1980s Chicago art gallery director
loses his loved ones to the AIDS
epidemic until his only companion is his
daughter, who, decades later, grapples
with the disease's wrenching impact on
their family.

Explores the impact of racism and
interracial relationships between women
through the story of an early 20th-century
farmer and her unemployed single
mother descendant.

Milkman
by Anna Burns
In Northern Ireland during the Troubles of
the 1970s, an unnamed narrator finds
herself targeted by a high-ranking
dissident known as Milkman.

Real life
by Brandon Taylor
Keeping his head down at a lakeside
Midwestern university where the culture
is in sharp contrast to his Alabama
upbringing, an introverted AfricanAmerican biochem student endures
unexpected encounters that bring his
orientation and defenses into question.

Girl, woman, other
by Bernardine Evaristo
The twelve central characters of this
multi-voiced novel lead vastly different
lives. Sparklingly witty and filled with
emotion, centering voices we often see
othered, and written in an innovative and
fast-moving form that borrows from
poetry, this is a polyphonic and richly
textured social novel that reminds us of everything that
connects us to our neighbors, even in times when we are
encouraged to be split apart.

